MARCH 2018 DAILY PROMOS

THURSDAY, MARCH 1
Daniel modeled a life of prayer … and PRAISE! Thursday/Today on Unlimited Grace, Byran
Chapel shows us how praise releases God’s power—just like it did for Daniel when his life
turned upside down. That’s Thursday/today at (Time: ____) on (Station: ____) … right here on
Unlimited Grace!
FRIDAY, MARCH 2
Friday/Today we’re bringing to you a special edition of Unlimited Grace with teacher and pastor
Bryan Chapell. It’s Bryan’s mission to share God’s truth with believers and non-believers alike,
clearing up the misconceptions about God’s unlimited grace. It’s always an inspiring discussion
time when Bryan pulls up to the mic! Tune in … Friday/today at (Time: _____) on (Station:
____) for … Unlimited Grace!

	
  
MARCH 2018 DAILY PROMOS (CONT.)
MONDAY, MARCH 5
Monday/Today on Unlimited Grace, our teacher Bryan Chapell takes us to ancient Babylon for
the biblical account of the three young Hebrew men facing a hostile culture and a pagan king.
Be inspired by their fearless faith … Monday/today at (Time: _____) on (Station: ____) … on
Unlimited Grace!
TUESDAY, MARCH 6
Tuesday/Today on Unlimited Grace, Bryan Chapell gives us a look into the fiery furnace where
Shadrach, Meshach and Abednego find God walking with them! And Bryan reminds us God is
not a missing person in our times of crisis. Tune in Tuesday/today at (Time: _____) on
Unlimited Grace with Bryan Chapell!
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 7
In the book of Daniel, a biblical drama unfolds that boldly displays God’s unlimited grace!
Wednesday/Today on Unlimited Grace with Bryan Chapell, we’re learning to put our trust in
God and His kingdom purposes. That’s Wednesday/today today at (Time: _____) on (Station:
____) and Unlimited Grace!
THURSDAY, MARCH 8
The life and times of Daniel continue to unfold Thursday/today on Unlimited Grace with Bryan
Chapell. Bryan pulls back the curtain of history to show us that God’s grace is offered to kings
and slaves … in the same way it’s offered to us today. Be encouraged … Thursday/today on
Unlimited Grace at (Time: _____) on (Station: ____)!
FRIDAY, MARCH 9
Friday/Today on Unlimited Grace, it’s another special interview with Dr. Bryan Chapell. We’ll
be learning that who we are is NOT based on what we do … but based on our relationship with
Christ! Our identity in Christ offers us the freedom and fuel to live a life that pleases God! Be
listening Friday/today for … Unlimited Grace at (Time: _____) on (Station: ____).
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MARCH 2018 DAILY PROMOS (CONT.)

MONDAY, MARCH 12
Monday/Today on Unlimited Grace, our teacher Bryan Chapell takes us back to Babylon to
discover how the writing on the wall applies to our lives today. It’s a gospel-centered message
from the book of Daniel, titled God’s “Warning Love.” Be listening Monday/today … to
Unlimited Grace … at (Time: ___) on (Station: ____)!
TUESDAY, MARCH 13
God’s “Warning Love” is the subject of Tuesday’s/today’s message on Unlimited Grace with
Bryan Chapell. We’re looking at the writing on the wall to learn how we can show compassion
to those who are living in the danger zone. It’s a message about truth and grace …
Tuesday/today … at (Time: ____) on Unlimited Grace … right here on (Station: ____)
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 14
We’re all familiar with account of Daniel facing off with hungry lions, but you may never have
seen Jesus in the plot line. Wednesday/Today on Unlimited Grace, Bryan Chapell presents a
gospel-centered look at Daniel in the lion’s den. He’s showing us that there is “Life After
Lions.” That’s the subject ... Wednesday/today at (Time: ____) …on Unlimited Grace!
THURSDAY, MARCH 15
Bible heroes, church leaders ... and the folks on the street have asked ... “Why does God allow
suffering?” And Thursday/today on Unlimited Grace, pastor and Bible teacher Bryan Chapell
takes us to Daniel chapter 6 for the answer. Be encouraged by God’s mercy and faithfulness …
Thursday/today at (Time: ____) on Unlimited Grace … right here on (Station: ____)!
FRIDAY, MARCH 16
Friday/Today on Unlimited Grace, it’s another special interview with Dr. Bryan Chapell. We’ll
be learning more insights from God’s Word and the gospel of His grace! Be listening
Friday/today ... at (Time: ____) to Unlimited Grace!
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MARCH 2018 DAILY PROMOS (CONT.)

MONDAY, MARCH 19
Monday/Today on Unlimited Grace, our teacher Bryan Chapell will be giving us a look into the
throne room of God! We’re in Daniel chapter 7 ... to see that no matter what ... our God reigns!
Don’t miss this prophetic message … Monday/today … to Unlimited Grace!
TUESDAY, MARCH 20
Tuesday/Today on Unlimited Grace, Dr. Bryan Chapell describes the two figures pictured in
Daniel chapter 7 … and what they represent. It’s a message about God’s justice and mercy ...
Tuesday/today … on Unlimited Grace!
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 21
Wednesday/Today on Unlimited Grace, Bryan Chapell discusses a dilemma that both Christians
and non-Christians wrestle with … “What about all the evil in the world?” We’re learning God
is love … and that He does have a plan to judge evil once and for all. Join Bryan Chapell …
Wednesday/today on Unlimited Grace!
THURSDAY, MARCH 22
Thursday/Today on Unlimited Grace, pastor and teacher Bryan Chapell deals with the big lie
regarding faith. Faith doesn’t give us a free pass to an easy life. In fact, God often tests our faith
under fire. It’s a message from the book of Daniel … Thursday/today on Unlimited Grace!
FRIDAY, MARCH 23
Friday/Today on Unlimited Grace, we’re pulling up to the mic with Bible scholar, pastor, and
your radio Bible teacher … Dr. Bryan Chapell … to discuss the meaning of Christ-centered
worship! Join us as we learn to put Jesus front and center … Friday/today … on Unlimited
Grace!
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MARCH 2018 DAILY PROMOS (CONT.)
MONDAY, MARCH 26
Monday/Today on Unlimited Grace, Bryan Chapell gives us a closer look at Jesus’ triumphal
entry into Jerusalem. The people hailed him as the Messiah, recognizing him as a prophet who
gives prophecy, AND fulfills it! It’s a message titled, “A Great Journey” … that calls us to
follow Jesus to the cross. Be listening Monday/today … to Unlimited Grace … at (Time: ___)
on (Station: ____)!
TUESDAY, MARCH 27
Tuesday/Today on Unlimited Grace, Bryan Chapell continues to examine Jesus’ triumphal entry
into Jerusalem. And Bryan is reminding us that pictured in Matthew chapter 21 … is Jesus,
riding into the jaws of his own prophecy. It’s a powerful message that examines how and why
Jesus came to suffer and die. Be listening … Tuesday/today … at (Time: ____) to Unlimited
Grace … right here on (Station: ____)
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 28
Easter is coming, and Wednesday/today on Unlimited Grace, Bryan Chapell opens to First
Timothy to center our hearts on a gospel hymn! We’re learning that Jesus became man to cover
all our sins, removing the weight of our guilt, and becoming our righteousness. Discover “A
Great Mystery” revealed … Wednesday at (Time: ____) … on Unlimited Grace!
THURSDAY, MARCH 29
Thursday/Today on Unlimited Grace, Bryan Chapell reveals “A Great Mystery.” We’re
learning who Jesus Christ is, why he came, and how we participate in his godliness by faith!
Discover how Easter secures the promises of God … when you join Bryan for another Passion
Week message. That’s coming up … Thursday/today at (Time: ____) on Unlimited Grace …
right here on (Station: ____)!
FRIDAY, MARCH 30
Friday/Today, the Bible teaching ministry of Unlimited Grace presents a special Good Friday
interview with Dr. Bryan Chapell. Bryan offers us some poignant reflections at the cross, and
some solid biblical encouragement that looks ahead to Resurrection Sunday. That’s ...
Friday/today at (Time: ____) on Unlimited Grace!
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